COMPANY PROFILE

COMPANY OVERVIEW

GLOBEACTIVE LTD. is one of the leading partners in providing engineering and asset integrity solutions to worldwide clients. With its international expertise in oil, gas, power & water, private industrial projects, construction, petrochemical industries, along with a reputation for progressive and innovative approaches, GLOBEACTIVE LTD. is aiming for a rapid expansion and prosperity.

GLOBEACTIVE LTD. is a Canadian company that promotes technologies and technical expertise to support international companies needs in petroleum, oil & gas industry facilities and infrastructure by providing rapid, innovative, transparent and comprehensive solutions around the world.

OUR VISION

GLOBEACTIVE LTD. vision is to maintain a leading position by effectively and efficiently supporting and providing expertise and services to the petroleum, oil, gas, construction, petrochemical, refining, and power and water industries worldwide. By providing impartial, honest and transparent engineering services and by delivering quality, safe, reliable, innovative and efficient services to our clients.

BACKGROUND & DEVELOPMENT

Our story goes back since late 90’s where we have been serving oil & gas, petroleum, petrochemical and pipeline industries in different parts of the world.

Through the years of providing specific integrity engineering solutions to clients in the oil & gas sector a joint partnership was formed with an International Inspection company. The intent of this partnership was to provide a complete engineering and integrity management solutions to worldwide petroleum and oil & gas clients.

From oil field corrosion management and control in Kuwait & Indonesia, to pipeline network inspection and monitoring in UAE and Kazakhstan, to asset integrity management, equipment inspection and certification in Africa and North America. Our engineering asset integrity expertise have expanded over the years.
**Innovative. Transparent. Global.**

**Inspection and Testing**

We plan and execute all field inspections and development of inspection plans including the performance of Risk Based Inspection (RBI). We perform Fitness for Service (FFS) for all safety critical equipment as well as the testing and certification of safety and lifting equipment, and structural components.

For pipeline In-Line Inspection we provide full project management services for the pipeline intelligent pigging and inspection projects. We develop and plan the necessary programs specifically customized and tailored to client needs. We provide services from pipeline data review to executing cleaning and gauging runs to the sophisticated intelligent geometry, metal loss and crack detection tool runs. We will also perform data evaluation and defect assessment including the performance of fitness for service.

We also provide the required expertise in investigations concerning gas compressors, and turbine integrity, repair, life extension, associated operational problems and failure investigations.

**Asset integrity Management (AIM)**

We assess assets and facilities and develop a comprehensive Integrity Management System that is tailored to clients needs. We establish programs and processes specifically to target all the significant risks by performing integrity risk assessments and asset evaluation, executing integrity related programs to prolong assets life and increase its life expectancy.

**Corrosion Management**

We provide a comprehensive corrosion assessment studies in oil and gas fields including the establishment of corrosion management procedures. We provide the technical support in cathodic protection, internal corrosion monitoring, and external corrosion assessment and repair requirements.

**Material Testing & Investigation**

GLOBEACTIVE LTD. offers a suite of integrity based engineering services - specializing in failure analysis and fatigue and fracture mechanics, as well as dynamic and residual stress measurement (strain gauging) services. We offer the investigation of failed components and determining the cause of failure in order to prevent further failure, injury or loss of life, and thus reduce any associated financial loss. We offer macro and microscopic investigation and material testing; and where possible, witnesses and operational personnel interviews. The results of these examinations, tests and interviews are then combined to establish the most probable root causes of failure.

**Safety Critical Equipment Verification (SCE)**

We offer our clients the support to define the performance standards of their facilities and safety critical equipment to meet their overall legislative framework. We offer clients and operators to identify Safety Critical Elements (SCE) and Performance Standards (P5). We also support clients in establishing the written schemes of examination and offer goal-setting approach to asset integrity. Following a written scheme, our verification process examines a facility’s safety critical equipment and the associated operator programmes of inspection and maintenance and assures that performance standards are achieved and maintained.

**Engineering Services**

GLOBEACTIVE LTD. draws on its years of experience and business relationships worldwide with partners and other successful engineering companies. We provide engineering and design services required for the implementation of specific projects for specific client’s needs in oil and gas development and its related facilities construction field. Every project is unique and has requirements specific to the client, business, and country. GLOBEACTIVE LTD. Can support clients in the following areas:

- Project conceptual and basic design
- Front End Engineering and detailed Design (FEED)
- Project Engineering reviews and assessment
- Review and assessment of project material design and specifications
- Integrity Assessment of new projects and facilities
- Independent evaluation of process design and process engineering works
- Project surveys coordination and reporting